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Market Share Boxes on Local Line 
STEP 1:  Create a PURVEYOR account for your market.  If your market has a gmail account, you can use 
that email with a (+) sign and something behind it and you will be a supplier (Example: 
wabashafm+marketshare@gmail.com) .  If not, you will need to use an email that is not already 
registered to an account.  Here is what that looks like:  
 

 

STEP 2: Begin adding your product.    
 
#1 Add a photo. You can access sample photos from this Market Share Hacks Power Point.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:wabashafm+marketshare@gmail.com
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ScXzwzvW53y3TVLWeuHwnDOu7GGFt9yQ/view?usp=sharing
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#2 Provide Descriptions. You can look at this sample of how Wabasha listed the Market Share Boxes  

 

 

STEP 3: Add Pick up Options.  Talk to businesses in your community that would support having a drop 
site at their location.  Add those businesses to your pick up locations.  Try to find locations you will 
already be dropping product at such as a grocery store, hospital or school.   
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STEP 4:  Add the item to your catalog.  I have been doing 0% upcharge because I put $20 of produce in 
each box and charge $25 per box.  So that is my upcharge.  

 

STEP 5:  See Store: note the weekly and bi-weekly box options  

 

*What an order looks like:   
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*The customer will be required to select a pick up location 

 

*Be sure to let the customer know that they have to select a date for delivery – even though you will 
have a pre-selected delivery date. There is no way around this… at this time.  Yes, here you are 
“hacking” the system.   
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To Promote the Market Share boxes, add a SHOP NOW button to your account.   

 

 

 


